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**Box'n Bodies**

**Materials:** 12 boxes, that's it!!

**Objective:** Stack 6 (six) boxes to form a tower.

**How to Play:** Select at least six participants per team. They will work in pairs. Starting at one end of the 'fun zone', in pairs, participants use their bodies only (no hands) to transport the box to the other end and stack it up to form a tower.

**Issues:** Crushing the boxes between the bodies!

---

**Chutezen Ballszen Boxes**

**Materials:** "Chutes", 12 large balls, tower of boxes one open side, blindfolds.

**Objective:** Get your team's six balls rolled into the tower of boxes.

**How to Play:** Select teams of six: two pairs of chute holders, one Loader and one blindfolded Starter. Starter tosses one ball to the Loader who then places the ball into the beginning of the first chute. Chute Team I rolls the ball into Chute Team II. First Chute Team runs to the end of second Chute Team to continue 'chuting' until one pair finally rolls the ball into one of the open boxes of the tower.

**Issues:** Chute teams running to continue the chuting...space!!

---

**Gumball Rally**

**Materials:** "Ball Pit" balls (gumballs); 12 2.5 gallon (empty) water jugs; goggles.

**Objective:** Catch and collect the most gumballs!

**How to Play:** Divide your crowd into two groups, A and B. Have at least three Catchers (more if you would like!) take a position on the outside of the opposite group. Each group has lots of gumballs rained into the crowd. Then the crowds TOSS their gumballs OVER the opposite crowd to their teammates waiting to catch the gumballs. Using the jugs, Catchers try catch gumballs and bring them to the front container.

**Issues:** Space, TOSSING, catching...safe as you can hope!